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The dark conglomerate phase exhibited by a bent-core liquid crystal material shows remarkable 
properties including an electric-field tuneable chiral domain structure and a large (0.045) reduction of 
refractive index, while maintaining an optically dark texture when observed under crossed polarisers. 
A detailed investigation of the system is presented, leading to a model that is fully consistent with the 
experimental observations. It reports the observation of two distinct regimes in the DC phase: a higher 
temperature regime in which the periodicity measured by small angle X-ray scattering decreases slightly 
(0.5%) and a lower temperature regime where it increases considerably (16%). Also, the paper discusses 
the unusual electric field-induced transformations observed in both the regimes. These changes have 
threshold fields that are both temperature and frequency dependent, though the phenomena are observed 
irrespective of device thickness, geometry and the alignment layer. The electro-optic behaviour in the 
DC phase correspond to a number of structural changes leading to unusual changes in physical 
properties including small (1%) increase in periodicity and a doubling of the average dielectric 
permittivity. We propose a model of the DC phase where in the ground state the nanostructure of phase 
exhibits an anticlinic antiferroelectric organization. Under an electric field, it undergoes a molecular 
rearrangement without any gross structural changes leading to an anticlinic ferroelectric order while 
keeping the overall sponge-like structure of the DC phase intact.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Very recently, we reported a dark conglomerate sponge-like phase formed from achiral bent-core 
molecules that exhibits surprising physical properties including, electric field tuneable chiral domains 
and remarkable changes in refractive index. This is an exciting discovery and the present paper 
discusses the mesomorphic properties, chiral symmetry breaking, unusual temperature and electric 
field-induced changes and the unusual reorganization mechanisms that occur in the structure of the dark 
conglomerate phase corresponding to these changes, and aims to produce a model consistent with the 
experimental findings.   
 
Although usually associated with rod or disk like molecules, liquid crystal phases have been observed 
for organic molecules with a variety of different and unconventional anisotropic shapes. Amongst these, 
bent-core mesogens have been considered as one of the most fascinating classes due to their wide range 
of unique mesophases and unusual physical properties not exhibited in more conventional (rod-like) 
liquid crystals [1-3]. One such set of phases exhibited by bent-core liquid crystals (BCLCs) are optically 
isotropic, including the recently discovered B4 and the dark conglomerate (DC) phases. The discovery 
of these phases and the subsequent understanding of their internal structures are two of the major 
developments in the field of BCLCs [4-16]. A characteristic common to the DC and the B4 phases is 
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry that occurs even though the constituent molecules are achiral. 
Chiral symmetry breaking and enantioselectivity are central to understanding chirality more generally, 
and is important for a wide range of practical applications including drug design and organic/inorganic 
synthesis. Unambiguously, spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in achiral solutes is unusual. Until 
1996, spontaneous mirror symmetry breaking was only known in liquid crystals having optically active 
molecules. Now it has been established that BCLCs show mesophases that display spontaneous chiral 
superstructures and polar order even though such mesophases are formed from achiral constituents [17, 
18] and the origin of this optical activity has been a topic of considerable interest.  
 
Bent-core mesogens have a strong tendency to form layer structures due to their shape anisotropy. 
Often, the director (the vector describing the average molecular orientation) tilts with respect to the 
smectic layers, forming so-called smectic-C type structures. In many cases, BCLCs also show 
spontaneous polar ordering coplanar to the smectic layers and in the direction perpendicular to a tilt of 
the major director (n) with respect to the layer normal (l). Even though the constituent molecules are 
achiral, the combination of layer structure, polar order and tilt results in internal layer chirality in polar 
tilted smectic phases. In such a system, the polar vector (b), layer normal (l), the tilt (θ) with respect to 

the layer normal of the major director (n) are related by (
�×�

����
= ±
) [Fig. 1(b)]. The tilted polar 

smectic-C phases are denoted as SmCP phases. There are four distinct structures possible in SmCP 
phases, depending on whether the orientation of the tilt and the polarity of adjacent layers are parallel 
or antiparallel. These structures are denoted as SmCSPF, SmCSPA, SmCAPF, and SmCAPA, where syn- 
and anti- clinicity and ferro and antiferroelectricity are represented by the subscripts S/F and A/A 
respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. For the SmCSPA and SmCAPS phases, the chirality in each layer is equal and 
opposite, and so the phase structures are inherently racemic. However, there is a net chirality for the 
SmCSPF and SmCAPA phases [Fig. 1(b)]. In many systems, the free energy of the four structures is 
similar, so they can coexist at a given temperature [1, 2]. Sometimes it is observed that the structures 
irreversibly change from one to another by the application of an electric field [1-3]. Figure 2 shows the 
possible molecular arrangements in the each of the SmCP phases when an electric field is applied. There 
are two ways to reorient the molecules; rotation around the layer normal/tilt-cone (shown in red on the 
left hand side in Fig. 2) and rotation around the major director (shown in red on the right hand side in 
Fig. 2). Usually, only those field-induced states that preserve the total chirality of the system are 
observed experimentally. Both computer simulations and experimental investigations have established 
that BCLCs exhibit chiral conformations [19-21]. Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in lamellar 
mesophases has been attributed to either the intrinsic layer chirality or to the coupling of molecular 
conformational chirality to the layer chirality [20, 23-25].  
 
The DC phase, in general, is an optically isotropic phase usually found directly below the isotropic 
liquid or below modulated / unmodulated smectic phases. The microscopic texture of the DC phase 
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appears completely dark or exhibits very low birefringence under crossed polarisers. On uncrossing the 
polarisers, the phase usually exhibits chiral domains of opposite handedness in the ground state, which 
is readily observed in the DC phase where there is very little or no birefringence. However, interestingly, 
the existence or nonexistence of the optically active domains seem to depend on the phase sequence at 
which the DC phase appears, with domains being visible usually when the DC phase exists immediately 
below the isotropic phase. The internal structure of the DC phase consists of tilted polar smectic layers 
(SmCP type) with relatively short interlayer correlation length and these layers curve continuously 
forming a saddle type structure [5], as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c). Three dimensionally, the 
structure of the DC phase has significant negative Gaussian curvature and a spontaneous layer saddle-
splay. The in-layer frustration caused by orthogonal tilting of the molecular segments can be relieved 
by the saddle-splay curvature. Such a structure is analogous to the sponge structure common to lyotropic 
liquid crystals [26] and it is the sub-wavelength structure of the director formed with this spatial 
arrangement of the layers that makes the microscopic texture appear isotropic and hence dark under 
crossed polarisers. Applying a sufficiently high electric field to the DC phase usually causes the 
optically isotropic DC structure to transform into a structure with synclinic and ferroelectric order 
(SmCSPF) that has long-range interlayer correlations and a simple smectic layer arrangement. That is, 
the applied field usually leads to the removal of the sponge-like structure and produces a highly 
birefringent texture under crossed polarisers [27-28].  
 
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we reported recently the achiral bent-core liquid crystal 
(OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5) based on an oxadiazole central unit that exhibits unusual mesomorphic 
properties in the dark conglomerate phase [29]. Interestingly, unlike the DC phase observed in other 
bent-core liquid crystals, the material exhibits no visible optically active domains in the ground state 
throughout the temperature range of the DC phase. However, when an electric field is applied, a set of 
unusual changes are observed. The transformation mainly involves three distinct stages. When a low 
field is applied across the device, the sample exhibits macroscopic conglomerates of optically active 
domains. As the field is increased, these domains grow continuously to give a homochiral state across 
the field of view and finally, above a certain field, a uniform achiral state is achieved. Reference 29 
provides the refractive index, circular dichroic spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and current response 
investigations of the electric field-induced changes in this material. To put our new results into context, 
we first briefly summarise these earlier findings: 
• On increasing the applied electric field, the isotropic refractive index of the liquid crystal in the DC 

phase decreases from � (=1.655) to 1.61, which is close to no (=1.57), extrapolated from the N-DC 
phase transition.  

• Circular dichroic (CD) spectroscopy shows positive CD values for the ground state of the DC phase 
across its whole temperature range. The magnitude of the CD (~70 mdeg at 350 nm) is considerably 
lower than is found for the DC phase for other bent-core materials. Moreover, the intensity of the 
CD signal decreases on increasing the applied electric field, contrary to previous findings.  

• Further, the Raman spectra shows a new peak between 1558 cm−1 and 1608 cm−1 induced upon the 
application of electric field. The centre of the new peak is at 1589 cm−1, corresponding to C-C bond 
stretching in the phenyl rings adjacent to the centre oxadiazole ring in a direction parallel to the 
arrow axis as labelled in Fig. 1(a). The intensity of the peak at 1589 cm−1 initially increases and then 
saturates as the field is continuously increased.  

• The current response of the material when the optically active domains become visible shows two 
current peaks per half cycle of the applied waveform. It merges into a single peak as the electric field 
is further increased. However, the strength of the current peaks is smaller than is reported in other 
DC systems when the phase transforms to lamellar phase under electric field. 

 
The experiments on the DC phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 suggest that there could be a gross 
structural reorganisation occurring in the DC phase when an electric field is applied. In addition, the 
temperature dependence of the average dielectric permittivity suggests that there are two DC phases in 
the system. However, no DSC peak or noticeable textural changes are observed corresponding to the 
DC1 to DC2 transition.   
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Based on the above results, we proposed a model in reference 29 of switching from the antiferroelectric 
arrangement of the layers in the ground state to the ferroelectric arrangement (switching between 
SmCAPA to SmCAPF) under electric field without changing the tilt sense of the layers. Even though the 
model explained most of experimental findings, it couldn’t account for the unusual refractive index 
behaviour and changes corresponding to very high electric fields. In this paper a detailed experimental 
study of the DC regime of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 designed to allow a full understanding of both the 
unusual temperature and electric field-induced behaviours and the nature of reorganizations occurring 
in the dark conglomerate phase of this bent-core liquid crystal compound. The new experiments 
reported include a detailed analysis of polarising optical microscopy textures, carried out to understand 
the nature of chiral symmetry breaking, together with small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and 
dielectric spectroscopy, both of which were carried out while applying high electric fields across the 
sample. The paper is divided into two sections. In the first section the temperature behaviour of the DC 
phase is considered and the two apparent regimes in the DC phase investigated. In the second section 
electric field-induced changes, dynamics of the chiral domains, high field SAXS and dielectric 
permittivity experiments are described. The results from all of the work plus the calculation of 
molecular polarizability tensor are then used in the Discussion section to produce a complete model for 
the DC phase behaviour that explains all experimental findings. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL  

The samples were formed from 1.1 mm or 0.1 mm thick glass etched with 1cm−2 ITO electrodes (15 
Ω/□) on opposing surfaces, onto which was deposited high temperature polyimide planar alignment 
layers with antiparallel rubbing. A cell spacing of 5 µm - 10 µm was defined using plastic spheres in 
the sealant surrounding the active area, and the device was filled with liquid crystal using capillary 
forces. The temperature of the sample was controlled to a relative accuracy of 0.1 K using a Linkam 
THMS600 hot-stage connected to a T95 temperature controller. Slow cooling (< 0.5 Kmin−1) was used 
for all experiments. It should be noted that all of the phenomena described are independent of the 
alignment conditions, cooling rate or device spacing.  
 
An Agilent 33220A signal generator connected to home-built amplifier was used to apply electric fields 
across the sample. A Leica DM2500P polarising light microscope was used for optical observations. 
The images were captured simultaneously using Deltapix Invenio 5DII camera with a 2608x1956 pixel 
resolution and sample size of 833x666 µm2.  
 
The small angle X-ray scattering experiments were conducted at B26B on the Dubble beamline at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble France. The X-ray wavelength used was 
1.03 Å and beam diameter was 0.3 mm. To enable very high temperatures and high electric fields 
involved in our experiments, the SAXS experiments were performed on devices prepared from ITO and 
polyimide coated 100 µm thick glass plates. The samples were placed on a hot-stage and mounted 
vertically onto the beamline [30, 31]. The diffracted X-rays from the sample were incident on a two-
dimensional area detector positioned 1.4 m from the sample. Silver Behenate, which has known 
crystalline structure and periodicity, was used for calibration [32]. The parameters of the liquid crystal 
such as periodicity, full width at half maximum (FWHM) and intensity/amplitude of the diffraction 
peaks were obtained by fitting 2D diffraction pattern to Split-Pseudo-Voigt function (SPVF).  
 
Dielectric spectroscopy was carried out on devices with <15 Ω/□ ITO electrodes and 1.1 mm thick 
glass.  Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram of the high field dielectric apparatus. To measure the dielectric 
permittivity at high electric fields, a sine wave test voltage was applied to the liquid crystal device from 
the function generator via a high voltage amplifier. The current and voltage across the device were 
deduced from the complex voltages (VV, VI) measured by the two channels of the lock-in amplifier 
(Perkin Elmer 7225 DSP). Voltage divider resistors (R1-R4) were used to protect the inputs of the lock-
in amplifier from the high voltage test signal. The sample impedance was found from the voltages 

measured by the lock-in amplifier using �̂���� =
������

������
, where 

������ = ���
���� 
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. Assuming the equivalent circuit of the LC device is a 
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capacitance in parallel with a resistance, the real part of the dielectric constant is obtained from 

 ∋ʹ =
)

∗+,−.

/�0(2̂)

(��(2̂)∃��0(2̂)∃)
 , where f is the frequency of the test signal and C0 is the capacitance of the 

empty device.  
 
2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LIQUID CRYSTAL  
The liquid crystal material studied is OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5, which exhibits the phase sequence:  
 

Iso  300       N  167.5   DC  100  Cr  (oC). 
 
(Iso - Isotropic, N - Nematic, DC - Dark Conglomerate and Cr - Crystal phase). The molecular structure 
of the material is given in Fig. 1(a): OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 is an oxadiazole based achiral BCLC with 
a bend angle of ~140˚ and it exhibits rather unusual physical properties [29, 33-40]. The nematic phase 
of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 when between untreated glass plates and observed by polarised light 
microscopy (POM) has spontaneous chiral domains in addition to finger-print textures [18]. Southern 
et al. [33] employed polarised Raman spectroscopy to show that this material, in the absence of external 
electric or magnetic fields, exhibits non-zero values for the biaxial order parameters in the lower 
temperature regime of the nematic phase. Kaur et al. [34] studied the electro-convection (EC) 
phenomena and observed unusual EC patterns in the nematic phase. The splay (K11), twist (K22) and 
bend (K33) elastic constants have been measured across the entire nematic regime of this material  and 
found to follow the relationship K22<K33<K11, in common with many (but not all) BCLCs [35,36]. The 
temperature dependence of the splay elastic constant in the nematic phase shows a linear increase as the 
temperature decreases and takes values approximately twice that of equivalent compounds but with 
shorter alkyl terminal chains. The twist elastic constant K22 also increases linearly with decreasing 
temperature whereas K33 is almost temperature independent. Atomistic calculations show that the bend 
angle is the dominant parameter in determining the elastic behaviour of a bent-core liquid crystal [36, 
37] and that the inequality K33<K11 is associated with the oxadiazole bend angle of ~140o. In contrast 
materials with higher bend angles give K33>K11. Moreover, the nematic phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-
C5 has much lower twist and bend elastic constants, and higher nematic flexoelectric coefficients 
compared to similar molecules [40]. It is the DC phase that occurs at temperatures directly below the 
nematic phase of this material that is of interest in this paper. 
 
3. RESULTS 

3.1 Temperature behaviour 

The DC phase in OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 exists over a wide range of temperature of ~65 oC. On heating, 
it transforms into the nematic phase via a filament texture that exists for <0.1 oC [18]. On cooling the 
sample from the nematic phase, a first order transition to the DC phase is observed by polarising optical 
microscopy, where the domains of the DC phase grow into the nematic phase as fractal-like domains 
with distinct boundaries separating the two phases. In the ground state the texture of the DC phase has 
a few small, achiral defect regions that are slightly birefringent. The size of these defects depends on 
the heating or cooling rate of the sample and they are more clearly visible in thin cells [Fig. S1, ref. 29]. 
No spontaneous chiral domains are visible at any temperature in the DC phase, neither on heating nor 
on cooling, and the texture remains the same throughout the DC temperature range. At 100 oC, the 
optically isotropic DC phase becomes a crystal phase with a highly birefringent texture.  
 
In order to gain a better insight into the internal structure of the DC phase, small angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) experiments were performed on 5-10 µm thick planar, homogeneously aligned devices. The 
2D diffraction pattern of the ground state of the DC phase shows a diffuse ring [Fig. 4(a) inset]. The 
measured periodicity (d) close to the N to DC phase transition is 30.1 Å (±0.001 Å), Fig. 4 (a). The 
calculated molecular length (L) of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 obtained from molecular modelling is ~34 
Å [18]. Assuming that the periodicity measured by SAXS corresponds to a SmC layer spacing, the 
molecular tilt angle, θC can be determined according to cos θC= d/L. Thus the periodicity close N to DC 
transition corresponds to tilted molecules with θC = 27.7o. On reducing the temperature, the periodicity 
of the DC phase initially decreases to 29.95 Å (i.e., tilt increases to θC = 28.3o) for a range up to T−TN-

DC ~ −30 oC [Fig. 4(a)]. This change in the d-spacing over the temperature interval 0 < T−TN-DC < ~ −30 
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oC corresponds to a constant layer FWHM of 0.3 nm (=3.33 nm-1) and a constant peak amplitude of 1.5 
arb units (Fig. 4(b) and (c)). On further lowering the temperature, the d-spacing increases, becoming 
considerably higher below T−TN-DC ~ −30 oC, and saturates at d = 35 Å prior to the crystalline transition. 
This change in d is concurrent with a large increase of both the FWHM (from 0.3 nm to 0.66 nm) and 
a near doubling of the peak amplitude. The two regimes corresponding to two distinct behaviours in the 
DC phase are labelled as DC1 and DC2, with DC1 being the higher temperature regime. The d values 
obtained here are in good agreement with literature values obtained from bulk samples [41]. 
 
The material was investigated by dielectric spectroscopy with a weak voltage (0.1 V) applied across the 
sample in the frequency range between 1 kHz to 2 MHz and at temperatures between 90 oC and 235 °C 
on cooling. Figure 5(a) shows the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity, ε′ of the 
material for selected frequencies. The data show a clear first order transition between the nematic and 
the DC phase, as expected. It is also clear that ε′ is maximum at the N to DC transition and its value 
decreases by ~20% as the sample is cooled further into the DC1 phase. The slopes of the decrease in 
permittivity in DC1 and DC2 regimes are different with the rate of change of permittivity being high in 
the DC2 regime. (The plot of ε′ for various frequencies as a function of temperature was previously 
reported in reference 29. This data showed a sudden increase in the ε′ at T−TN-DC = −35 oC. We attribute 
this sudden change in ε′ to an instrumental artefact. For the data presented in this paper, necessary 
changes to the software have been made to allow sufficient experiment delay time to avoid such effects). 
In the nematic phase, for frequencies of ~1 kHz, ε′⊥ ~ 15 and ε′║ ~ 9 implies ∋ ̅~ 13, whereas in the DC 
phase, the measured permittivity is ~25 close to N-DC transition, which is higher than the 1/T 
extrapolation of ∋ ̅and the measured ε in the isotropic phase. This clearly indicates that the molecular 
motions become collective at the N-DC phase transition, due to the polarisation inherent to the phase. 
The plot of the imaginary part of complex dielectric permittivity, ε′ʹ as a function of frequency for 
various temperatures is given in Fig. 5 (b). The main feature of the graph is a relaxation mode that 
occurs in the middle frequency range in the entire temperature range. The plot of dielectric strength (δε) 
and the relaxation frequency (fR) of the middle frequency relaxation mode are given in Fig. 5 (c). (The 
two distinct behaviours in the δε in the nematic phase will be discussed elsewhere). The δε increases 
sharply (1.5 to 2) close to N-DC phase transition and reaches a maximum at the phase transition. Further 
into the DC phase, δε remains almost constant through the DC1 regime but starts to decrease rapidly at 
temperatures corresponding to DC1 to DC2 change. The relaxation frequency (fR) of this mode far from 
the N-DC phase transition decreases with decreasing temperature following the Arrhenius dependence 
[42] deviates from such behaviour close to the phase transition. There is no significant change in the 
relaxation frequency in the entire DC phase temperature range.      
 

3.2 Electric field behaviour 

3.2.1 Polarising Optical Microscopy 
When an electric field is applied across the DC phase at T−TN-DC = −4 oC, there is no observable change 
of texture for fields below 8 Vμm-1. At E = Eth1 ~8 Vμm-1, the initial texture with low birefringence 
defects [Fig. 6(a)] changes to a uniformly dark texture [Fig. 6(b)] under crossed polarisers. On further 
increasing the field to ~12 Vμm-1 (=Eth2), the texture remains uniform and dark, but, uncrossing the 
polarisers reveals tiny domains (~5-10 µm in size) of opposite handedness [Fig. 6(c-d)]. Further 
continuous increase of the applied electric field causes these domains coalesce and grow to form larger 
domains with smooth boundaries. Once a large domain of a particular handedness is formed, any tiny 
domains of the opposite handedness in its vicinity reorganize to the chiral sense of the larger domain. 
The dynamics of the domain growth depends on time, frequency and the strength of the applied electric 
field. In other words, for a given frequency and field above Eth2, the size of the chiral domains increases 
with time. For a given electric field changing the frequency of the applied waveform, f changes the rate 
of the domain growth, with higher the frequency leading to larger sized domains in the same time. A 
similar trend is found for increasing field for a given frequency. In each case, the domains of opposite 
handedness are separated by sharp interfaces that are different than the faceted [43] and curved 
boundaries formed for field-induced dark conglomerate phases [44] observed in other materials. Figure 
7 shows POM textures of the growth of optically active domains for a continuous increase in electric 
field at f =1 kHz (pictures are taken immediately after applying an electric field).    
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It is interesting that as the conglomerate domains grow, their area distribution does not remain the same, 
and domains of one handedness begin to dominate. This is depicted in Fig. 8(a), which describes the 
variation in the area occupied by the chiral domains in the field of view of the microscope, as a function 
of time, for E=14 Vµm-1 and f=1 kHz. The area is calculated from the histograms of the 
photomicrographs of the chiral domains. During these experiments, care was taken to obtain histograms 
having two sharp modes corresponding to low and high intensities. Also, a large area of the sample was 
covered (approximately 1.5 mm diameter, viewed using a 5x objective) and the data were averaged for 
several photographs taken from different parts of the device. The clear bias towards the growth of one 
handed domain over the other is further supported by the behaviour of the sample at higher electric 
fields at which the field of view is completely occupied by one handed domain. The chiral nature of 
this enantiomeric state is confirmed by uncrossing the polarisers in opposite directions by the same 
angle, a process that reveals two distinct optical states. Remarkably, it is always the left handed domains 
that dominate in all experiments conducted, irrespective of the sample spacing, alignment layers (planar 
or homeotropic) and the geometry of the cell (planar or twisted). During all of the described changes 
that occur after the chiral domains of opposite handedness become visible (E > Eth2), the sample remains 
completely dark when viewed between crossed polarisers and rotation of the cell with respect to the 
polarisers does not cause any change of the texture or transmitted light. Further increase of the electric 
field, E > Eth3 = 15 Vµm-1 at 1 kHz, results in the disappearance of the chiral domains, leaving a uniform 
achiral texture across the entire field of view [Fig. 6(e)]. At this point, uncrossing the polarisers in 
opposite directions yields the same optical state.  
 
As mentioned, the field-induced states occur irrespective of the type of the waveform applied (sine, 
square and triangular), the sample thickness (1.6 - 20 μm), geometry of the device and the alignment 
(planar, homeotropic and twisted) used. Also, the transformations are seen at all temperatures 
corresponding to the DC phase (DC1 and DC2), whereas no change in the texture is observed for the 
lower temperature crystal phase even on exposure to very high electric fields (~20 Vµm−1). However, 
the threshold electric fields required to achieve these field-induced states depend on the type of the 
applied waveform, frequency and the temperature. Figure 8(b) shows the frequency dependence of the 
three threshold electric fields for a given temperature. The thresholds Eth1 and Eth2 are independent of 
frequency to within error whereas Eth3 decreases as the frequency increases. This implies that above a 
certain frequency, for a given temperature (for example 5 kHz at T−TN-DC= −4 K), the domains that 
appear above Eth2 disappear at lower fields than is observed for lower frequencies. The decrease of Eth3 
as the frequency increases could be related to the conductivity anisotropy of the sample, which changes 
sign as function of frequency and temperature [34].      
 
The behaviour of the DC phase on sudden/gradual removal of the applied electric field depends on the 
stage at which it is turned off. For example, following the removal of a sufficiently high field to form 
macroscopic conglomerate domains E > Eth1, no change is observed either in the size or shape of the 
domains [Fig. 9(a,b)]. This implies that once the domains are formed, they remain stable even after 
turning the field off. However if the field is turned off after the achiral state is reached E > Eth3, tiny 
domains of opposite handedness start to nucleate. However large area domains of one handedness (left) 
are always obtained [Fig. 9(c,d)]. It is also interesting to note that above E > Eth2, i.e., once the opposite-
handed domains become visible, removal of the field or changing the temperature of the DC phase does 
not return the sample to the original texture of a fresh cell. Instead, the opposite-handed domains remain 
visible, even after keeping the cell at E = 0 for several hours. To remove these chiral domains, one 
needs to heat up the cell beyond the DC to N phase transition temperature and then re-cool to the DC 
phase. On every heating-cooling sequence, neither the texture of the DC phase obtained nor the position 
of the chiral domains was seen to be reproducible and hence is not dictated by the surfaces.     
 
3.2.2. SAXS 
In order to understand the structural reorganization occurring within the DC phase on application of an 
electric field, small angle X-ray scattering experiments were carried out under high electric fields. 
Figure 10 shows the behaviour of the periodicity, full width half maximum and amplitude of the 
diffraction pattern as a function of applied electric field 4 oC below the N-DC phase transition. For a 
continuous increase in the applied field, the d-spacing increases from 30.03 Å (θC = 27.9o) at E=0 to 
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30.32 Å (θC = 26.9o) at E=13 Vµm−1 (>Eth2). For higher electric fields, a slight decrease in the d values 
is observed corresponding to 30.26 Å at E=15 Vµm−1 (~Eth3) (θC = 27.1o). The FWHM follows the d-
spacing trend (increasing from 0.3 to 0.36 nm and then decreasing to 0.33 nm), although the amplitude 
of the diffraction peak remains constant throughout the experiment. 
 
3.2.3 Dielectric spectroscopy       
Information pertaining to the molecular reorganization in the DC phase under the applied electric field 
was further investigated by measuring the field dependence of the dielectric permittivity, εʹ. The 
experiment was carried out with simultaneous optical observation using a polarising microscope in 
order to correlate the field-induced optical changes with those of the permittivity. Figure 5 (d) shows a 
typical electric field dependence of the average dielectric permittivity, εʹ, at 1 kHz and T-TN-DC=−4 oC. 
On increasing the applied electric field, εʹ increases slowly from εʹ ~ 26 to εʹ ~29 at E~8 Vµm-1 (=Eth1). 
Further increase in the field induces a considerable increase of the permittivity εʹ, which saturates at εʹ 
~ 58 for E > 12 Vµm-1 (i.e., E >Eth2). The temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity at 1 
kHz for various electric fields is given in Fig. 10 (e). Clearly, the large increase in εʹ observed at the N-
DC phase transition is strongly field dependent.      
 
3.2.3 Calculation of molecular polarizability   
The molecular polarizability of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 was calculated by quantum mechanical 
calculations using Gaussian 09 package [46]. The calculations were performed by density functional 
theory (DFT) employing the combination of the Becke(3-parameter)–Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) hybrid 

functional and the 6-31g(d,p) basis set. The ratio of polarisability anisotropy to the average, 
∆6

67
 (∆9 =

9║ − 9:, 9 =
)

<
(9║ + 29:) ) obtained from the DFT calculations is ~0.47, which is within 2% of the 

value calculated from the refractive indices data obtained in the nematic phase in Ref. 35. The 

calculations also predict high biaxiality of the polarisability tensor with 
?6

67
= +0.25 (Χ9 = 9∗ − 9), α1 

being along the shortest molecular axis). Assuming that the phase biaxiality parameter C for the SmCP 
phase is high then we would expect the optical biaxiality to be of the order of half the uniaxial nematic 
birefringence (Χ9 ≈ 0.4).   
 
4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Two DC phase regimes  

The 2D diffraction pattern for the DC phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 liquid crystal exhibits a diffuse 
ring which, close to the N-DC phase transition, corresponds to a periodicity of less than the molecular 
length. This observation agrees with the generally accepted model of the DC phase, i.e. that the phase 
consists of a SmCP structure with a short range interlayer correlation length in which the layers curve 
continuously in space to form an optically isotropic sponge-like structure. From the SAXS results for 
OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5, it is clear that there are two distinct regimes in the DC phase, Fig. 4. In the 
first regime (higher temperature DC1) the periodicity decreases slightly (0.5% of that close to N-DC 
phase transition) and the FWHM and the amplitude of the peak remains constant on reducing the 
temperature. Such behaviour is similar to that observed in the SmC phase of both calamitic and bent-
core liquid crystals [45] below a first order N - SmC phase transition, when the cone angle increases 
only slightly with decreasing temperature. However, surprisingly, on further reducing the temperature 
of the DC phase, below T – TN-DC < –35 oC a second DC phase regime is observed (DC2) in which the 
periodicity, FWHM and the amplitude of the diffraction pattern continuously increase with reducing 
temperature. An increase in the periodicity, consistent with a decrease in the molecular tilt angle, on 
decreasing the temperature as seen in the DC2 regime has not been observed previously in the DC phase 
of other BCLCs.  The change in the periodicity occurs concurrently with an increase in the scattering 
amplitude, suggesting that the aliphatic chains are more ordered within the layers at lower temperatures. 
In addition to these changes, an increase in FWHM suggests that the correlation length within the DC 
structure decreases while the more crystalline alkyl chains are accommodated. In other words, the 
arrangement becomes even spongier at lower temperatures, in contrast to what might be expected 
normally.  Also, at very low temperatures just before the crystalline transition, the observed d-spacing 
is slightly higher than the calculated molecular length. From the temperature dependence of the electric 
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permittivity and current response measurements (double current peak per half cycle of the applied 
waveform) [29] it is known that the ground state of the DC phase has an antiferroelectric arrangement 
(SmCAPA) within the layers [Fig. 11(a)]. However, unlike the DC phase of other bent-core liquid 
crystals, no spontaneous chiral domains are visible in the ground state at any temperature corresponding 
to the DC phase for this compound. This implies that in the ground state the domains must be smaller 
than the wavelength of the visible light. The SAXS results indicate that the DC2 has similar molecular 
arrangement (SmCAPA-type) within a layer to that of DC1. 
 
4.2 E-field induced changes and molecular reorientation mechanisms 

When an electric field is applied to the DC phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5, for fields between Eth1 
and Eth2, the dipoles align parallel to the applied electric field due to strong molecular biaxiality (Section 
3.2.3). This give rise to an increase in the size of the conglomerate domains, which become visible 
above Eth2. The argument is supported by a small increase in the dielectric permittivity observed during 
these changes [Fig. 5(c)] and the increases in the strength of a C–C stretching peak at 1589 cm−1, 
observed in the Raman scattering experiments [29]. Further, the chiral domains continue to grow with 
further field increase until an enantiomeric state is achieved. The handedness of this enantiomeric state 
seems to be a fundamental characteristic of the material, being independent of sample related factors, 
which may be explained by considering the circular dichroic (CD) spectroscopy data [29]. The ground 
state of the DC phase of the bent-core liquid crystal show positive CD values, implying that the ground 
state has a bias towards one handedness and it is this same handedness that becomes dominant under a 
high electric field. Considering the fact that the bent-core molecule exhibits chiral conformers, it is 
possible that the electric field aids improving the packing of similar conformers leading to a bias 
towards one handedness over the other. The behaviour of bias towards the growth of one handedness 
has been observed in another system where the dark conglomerate phase is induced by applying an 
electric field to a tilted columnar structure [43].   
 
Once the enantiomeric state is reached, further increase of the electric field leads to an achiral state. 
This has been explained to be due to a switching from the antiferroelectric arrangement of the layers to 
the ferroelectric arrangement (switching between SmCAPA to SmCAPF) [Fig. 11(a,b)] [29]. This 
switching implies that the collective switching due to the polarity of the phase, occurs by the rotation 
of the molecules around their long axes and not around the tilt cone [47], which is in-line with the small 
change (1%) in periodicity observed by SAXS. The small increase in the periodicity observed by SAXS 
measured at T−TN-DC=−4 oC, with electric field applied, can also be explained considering the presence 
of collective motion close to the N-DC phase transition [Fig 5]. The increase in the periodicity is due 
to the changes in the cone angle with applied field, with a slight decrease in the average tilt implied. 
    
Further agreement to the switching between SmCAPA to SmCAPF comes from the electrical 
measurements. There is a strong increase in the electric permittivity corresponding to the onset of 
polarity, and this is seen from the current response, which shows a double peak for E < Eth3 that becomes 
a single peak at higher electric fields. It has been shown that bent-core molecular layers favour the 
saddle-splay curvature only when the tilt directions of the top and bottom molecular arms of adjacent 
layers are coplanar [5]. This criterion is satisfied in the bilayer systems of chiral SmCSPF and SmCAPA 
phases as shown by the shading in Fig. 1(b), but not for the racemic SmCSPA and SmCAPF structures. 
For simplicity of visualization let us represent the spontaneously saddle splayed layers of the DC phase 
as a sphere, where the layer normal is pointing outward at each point and is perpendicular to the surface 
of the sphere. This is represented in Fig. 11(c) for the ground state of the DC phase, where at the ‘poles’ 
the average orientation of molecules is vertical (the polarisation direction is horizontal) and at the 
‘equator’ the average orientation of the molecules is horizontal (the polarisation direction is vertical). 
A low electric field is insufficient to cause any layer orientation, which remain isotropically distributed. 
In this situation, the molecules at the equator align along the field direction whereas those at the poles 
do not reorient since the field is normal to the polarisation. The director at the poles is surrounded in all 
directions by layers curving away and any field induced elastic distortion is balanced at the pole on all 
sides, and the poles remain unchanged for even high fields. Such a reorganization induced by the applied 
electric field coupling to the in-layer polarisation produces an optic axis parallel to the field direction 
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and the total refractive index (= � −
)

Φ
(�∗ − �))) will be lower than the average refractive index, � of 

the undistorted system, if the local optical biaxiality of the DC phase is positive. Such a structure can 
explain the unusual decrease in the average refractive index observed in the system on increasing 
electric field. The magnitude of the change in refractive index measured in reference 29 is about 0.045, 
predicting that the local optical biaxiality of the DC phase �∗ − �) is about 0.15 compared to the 
uniaxial birefringence extrapolated from the nematic phase of 0.23. This suggests that the biaxial order 
parameter of the DC phase is high. Even so, given that molecular modelling suggests that the molecular 
polarisability biaxiality Χ9 is almost half that of the uniaxial molecular polarisability Δα it is possible 
that there is also some layer reorientation that increases the effect.  
 
Further the possibility that the electric field inducing the lower temperature DC phase is ruled out by 
the fact that the change in the periodicity, FWHM and the amplitude of the diffraction pattern obtained 
for temperature dependence do not correspond to that estimated by extrapolating the field-induced 
changes to infinite electric fields. A study of the nature of the elastic constants in the nematic phase of 
our material has shown that this mesogen possesses relatively low splay, twist and bend elastic constants 
(K11 = 8 pN, K22 = 1 pN, K33 = 3 pN close to N–DC phase transition) [35, 36]. The standard theoretical 
elastic approach predicts that the saddle-splay elastic constant K24 ≤ 2K11 + K22 or K24 < K22 whichever 
is smaller [48-50]. Therefore, the absence of a field-induced complete deformation of the sponge-like 
structure of the DC phase of our material could be because of the possibility of more highly negative 
K24 elastic constant in this material. Alternatively, we propose that the sponge like texture must be 
retained because of the lack of electrical torque acting at the poles of the structure. The quiescent 
SmCAPA state can transform to either a chiral lamellar SmCSPF through collective motion about the 
layer normal or to the achiral sponge-like structure of the SmCAPF phase, through a rotation about the 
long molecular axes, as shown in Fig. 2. However, no switching of the pole regions occurs, leading to 
the retention of local points of SmCAPA with the sponge structure throughout the system. This prevents 
layer reorientation to the simple lamella phases and forces the material to undergo the more frustrated 
transition to the SmCAPF phase, and the reduction of chirality through domain growth. The frustration 
of the phase is evident from the increased distribution of layers in the FWHM of the X-ray diffraction. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

A detailed investigation is reported on the phenomenon of chiral symmetry breaking in an achiral bent-
core liquid crystal, when an electric field is applied to the liquid crystal in its DC phase and the unusual 
nature of this DC phase. The nature and dynamics of the field-induced transformations and physical 
reasons responsible are discussed in detail. Some of the major differences between the DC phase 
commonly known in the literature and that exhibited by OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 liquid crystal are as 
follows:  
• In the DC phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 liquid crystal, there are two distinct regimes; a higher 

temperature one for which the periodicity decreases slightly and a lower temperature regime for 
which it increases considerably.  

• OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 exhibits no macroscopic conglomerates of chiral domains in the ground 
state.  

• In the presence of an electric field, the DC phase exhibits a new set of field-induced states that have 
not been seen before.  

The changes involve fields that are temperature and frequency dependent and the phenomena are 
observed irrespective of device thickness, geometry or the alignment layer. The electro-optical 
phenomena are simultaneous with a small increase in d-spacing and a large increase in the average 
dielectric permittivity of the system. The experiments suggest that the electric field causes a 
rearrangement within the nanostructure of the DC phase, without gross structural reorganization: the 
sponge-like structure is retained throughout. We have presented a model for the field-induced 
rearrangement that is consistent with the experimental data; the model is characterised by a 
reorganisation of the sponge-like structure from an anticlinic antiferroelectric organization to an 
anticlinic ferroelectric order without any gross structural changes and keeping the sponge-like structure 
of the DC intact because of the network of unswitching regions throughout the structure.  
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Interestingly, we investigated a number of similar compounds for the field-induced behaviour and found 
that the unusual electric field-induced transformations described in this paper occur only in the bent-
core material that possesses the combination of alkyl and alkoxy terminal chains. Some of the 
homologues of same oxadiazole bent-core series, which possess alkyl terminal chains on both sides also 
exhibit the DC phase. However, the DC phase in those materials clearly shows optically active 
macroscopic domains in the ground state. A detailed investigation on this will be published elsewhere. 
 
The DC phase of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 liquid crystal is an interesting system as the DC phase exists 
below a nematic phase and exist over a wide range of temperature. This uniquely offers a great 
advantage in understanding the mesophase behaviour because many physical properties can be 
measured in the nematic phase and the behaviour extrapolated to lower temperatures and the DC phase. 
It could be used as a model system to understand chiral domain growth, coarsening and scaling 
hypothesis and also to investigate generating and controlling of chiral symmetry breaking in achiral 
condensed matter systems. Chirality tuning in an achiral system by applying electric field of different 
strengths and frequencies is important for the applications in chiro-optical and nonlinear optics and in 
optoelectronic devices.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

FIG. 1. (a) Molecular structure of OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 bent-core liquid crystal; (b) Cartoon 
representation of bent-core molecule with it major molecular director, n, and the arrow direction, b and 
molecular arrangement in adjacent layers of SmCP phases; (d) sponge-like deformation of the layers in 
the dark conglomerate phases. 
 
FIG. 2. Cartoon representation of bent-core molecules around their tilt-cone in various SmCP phases; 
in black- without electric field, in red- with electric field applied. The two possible reorientation of 
molecules when an electric field applied are shown: on the left hand side - rotation around the tilt-cone, 
on the right hand side - rotation around their n director.  
 
FIG. 3. Circuit diagram of the high field dielectric set up. 
 

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of (a) periodicity, d, (b) FWHM and (c) amplitude of the peak of 
OC12-Ph-ODBP-Ph-C5 liquid crystal on cooling below N to DC phase transition temperature. 
 
FIG. 5. (a) Temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity εʹ for various frequencies, (b) 
Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss εʹʹ for selected temperatures, (c) Temperature dependence 
of dielectric strength, δε and the relaxation frequency, fR, (d) electric field dependence of the dielectric 
permittivity, εʹ, for f= 1 kHz in the DC phase at T – TN-DC = –4 oC. The threshold fields corresponding 
to textural changes are Eth1 ~ 8 Vµm-1and Eth2 ~ 12 Vµm-1. (e) Temperature dependence of the dielectric 
permittivity εʹ for various electric fields.  
 

FIG. 6. POM textures of the DC phase in a 5 µm planar cell at (a) E=0, (b) uniform dark texture at 8 
Vµm-1, domains of opposite handedness on uncrossing the polarisers in opposite directions at (c), (d) 
13 Vµm-1, (e) achiral texture at 15 Vµm-1. f= 1 kHz, T–TN-DC=−4 oC.  P and A are the polariser and 
analyser directions. Length of the white bar is 100 µm.  
 
FIG. 7. Photomicrographs of electric field-driven chiral domains for E>Eth2 at T–TN-DC = −4 oC. For a 
given frequency, the domains size increases as the field strength increases. Results are shown for f = 1 
kHz at (a) 12 Vµm-1, (b) 12.5 Vµm-1, (c) 13 Vµm-1, (d) 13.5 Vµm-1, (e) 14 Vµm-1, (f) 14.5 Vµm-1. 
Length of the white bar is 100 µm. The orientation of the polariser P and analyser A are shown in a), 
but apply to each of the figures shown.   
 
FIG. 8. Plot of (a) time dependence of percentage of area occupied by the opposite handed domains in 
the field of view of the POM at E=14 Vµm-1, f=1 kHz, (b) frequency dependence of the threshold 
electric fields at T-TN-DC=−4 oC.  
 
FIG. 9. Dynamics of the chiral domains on turning the field off. On and Off states when the field (a), 
(b) Eth2<E<Eth3 and (c), (d) E>Eth3, is applied across the device. Length of the white bar is 100 µm, 
which is applicable to all each photograph. 
 
FIG. 10. Electric field dependence of (a) periodicity, d, (b) FWHM and (c) amplitude, calculated from 
the 2D diffraction pattern at T–TN-DC=−4 oC. Cell gap = 5 µm. The threshold fields corresponding to 
textural changes are Eth1 ~ 8 Vµm-1and Eth2 ~ 12 Vµm-1.  
 
FIG. 11. Cartoon representation of the molecular arrangement and their tilt-cone in the DC phase, in 
one quadrant, assuming the Sphere-model for simplicity. (a) SmCAPA type organization without electric 
field (b) SmCAPF type organization when electric field applied. Molecular arrangement on a sphere in 
(c) the ground state of the DC phase and (d) in presence of electric field.    
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